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Abstract:  Swear words are unexpected uncluttered that 

impact the people respect and honored society. During visit of 

capital of India, people were using swear words in aggressive 

manner to communicate with their spouse, Similar conditions 

was found in school where kids were using swear words while 

communicating. This condition motivated the author to 

investigate the use of swear words in Delhi as the most valuable 

city and capital of India. Applicability of swear words, either 

increase, decrease or remains constant. Researches showing the 

similar work in other geographical region: Australia, Indonesia 

for women and child impact. Author compute the violation of 

society through use of swear words in different period of time for 

two prominent metro cities of India: a) Capital creating the 

honored cultures society b) Showbiz city of Mumbai showing 

reality of society. That is why we conducted our study in these 

two high end society of metro cities Delhi and Mumbai. 

 

Index Terms: Civilization, impact, Swear Words, Violation,     

Society.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Swear words violate the honored and respected culture. 

This violation occurs in different way: husband – wife 

relationship, family culture, friend’s environments, superior 

and junior relationship, etc. Different researchers are 

continuous contributed the research to detect the violation 

level and impact in different geo graphical era. 

        The continues grow up of swear words usage in the 

communication forecasting as a un- honored culture, where 

respect are violating and women, elder, child of society may 

face more crucial environments to survive.    Several 

researcher are already trying to identifying the violation 

impact in diverse geographical region. Few of important 

contribution of author from reference articles as:     Author 

discovered young women’s considerations of Swear words to 

significance of healthy relationship, with identity 

negotiations for behavior. Author performed this study in 

schools of North Wales and found the gendered attitudes are 

mostly impacted, and young women focus the harassment & 

abuse experience. [1] Dating violence often happens inside 

Women College students’ relationships. Author investigate 

the psychological aggression started by women scholars 

against associated male partner through a qualitative 

methodology and found that negative precipitants affect and 

a partner’s transgression. [2]Author investigate the impact of 

swear word: “taboo” in emotional memory and attention [3]. 

Author discuss the psychological abuse for women and 
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identify the pattern of psychological abuse, also determined 

the different patterns facilitate violence effects and sexual 

violation [4]. Author reviewed the potential effects of 

linguistic strangeness words. The absence of linguistic 

congruity have major impact on communication barrier and 

loss the PWD’s second language skills. [5]      Author focused 

the un-honored words in two geographically region of India 

that neglect the elderly, is interpreted as a health problem 

that dysfunction of the society [6]. Author stated that physical 

abuse are common word in the Lone Mountain Reservation. 

[7]. Author investigate the relationship between health 

related qualities and psychological factors affecting them in 

America concerned to the cultural disturbance as violation of 

honored culture. Author conclude that these may impact the 

life style of society [8]. Author focused on social network and 

Mental Health for Older Adults peoples live in rural area of 

Uttar Pradesh, India. Social network communication create 

the depression among the rural elderly person of Varanasi, 

Uttar Pradesh [9]. Author presented the Violation in mother 

and Children with Mental illness due to abusive 

communication. [10]       Author discussed the prostitution 

diversion program for members have the experienced 

lifelong patterns of abuse, with child poly-victimization to 

adult victimization, possibly will demonstration superior 

trauma symptomatology compare to members have not 

experienced lifelong abuse. [11]. Author discuss the Abusive 

words on Twitter, for impacted the society and peoples. [12]. 

Author discuss the deeper study of Abuse words on Twitter 

and analysis the number of abusive words used for a 

particular time (two week) and their impact [13]. Author 

investigating the violence created in Children and Human 

regards the swear words in South Africa. [14] 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED 

METHODOLOGY 

Continues use of swear words forwarded a un-honored 

society (that is more crucial for sensitiveness: child, women, 

superior). Various researchers are investing the truth in 

different geo graphical region to compute the reality, so some 

new strict rule may formed to control the problem. We also 

detect the situation in most populated and worthy metro cities 

of India. In today’s society, educated people give most of 

their time interacting through social media for several 

purpose such as information sharing, information retrieval, 

communication and publicity. People informally tweet swear 

words as their personal feeling which impact kids, teenagers, 

women and as such whole 

society.  
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Most of the educated people involved in this cases live in 

the metro cities, sharing swear words without thinking about 

the impact on society. We identify 46 swear words and 

extract them from twitter in two metro cities of Delhi and 

Mumbai in month of January and February 2019. 

III. RESULTS 

We have computed 46 swear words used by people living 

in prominent metro cities as Delhi and Mumbai and found 

that people do not control themselves regarding use of swear 

words. Our cultural societal norms form an honored and 

respectful society where swear words are not heard during 

the communication or conversation with each other either 

being senior or junior. But few people living in the society do 

not follow these rules creating violations in the society that 

have negative contextual impact to women child and some of 

respected people. The people facing problem always request 

to the surroundings regarding these violations and request 

them to follow rules and regulations of honored society. We 

consider 46 swear words categorized in three different 

categories and detect the violations created by people through 

tweet in their conversations in two prominent metro cities. 

Table 1 shows the tweeted sweat words used by prominent 

metro cities in motn of January and February 2019. 

From our methodology we find Delhi uses approximately 

double swear words (among ten) of mild category in February 

in comparison to January as shown in Fig.1. Mumbai has an 

increase of 20% in the same category of swear words. It 

means Delhi is violating more in continuous use of swear 

words in society in comparison to Mumbai but overall results 

in mild category show that Mumbai creates higher level of 

violations with fewer increments.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Comparison of Mild swear words in tweets in Jan and 

Feb months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Comparison of Medium swear words in tweets in Jan 

and Feb months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Comparison of Strong swear words in tweets in Jan 

and Feb months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Comparison of all swear words tweeted in Jan and Feb 

months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai 
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Fig. 5 City wise comparison of all swear words used in Jan 

and Feb months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai 

 

Table 1: Swear words tweeted in Jan and Feb 2019 

S. 

N  

Catego

ry 
Words 

In Jan 2019 

In Feb/March 

2019 

Delhi 
Mumbai 

Delhi 
Mumba

i 

1 Mild 

Arse  
1129

7 13934 

1083

7 7737 

Bloody 
4426

8 22292 

6757

5 25678 

Bugger 2190 1993 1854 1495 

Git 
4384 17183 

2240

4 19192 

Jesus 

Christ  
2875 3702 

1240

7 37348 

Minger 1745 209 237 3531 

Cow  
1683

5 25027 

3627

9 31011 

whore 
0 390 

1120

9 2670 

Crap  0 41156 0 21694 

Damn  0 23433 0 15573 

2 

Mediu

m 

langua

ge 

Arsehole 1448 1314 918 1466 

Balls 
522 20693 

2693

2 22302 

Munter  0 119 0 128 

pissed  
0 26294 

3427

4 827 

Bint  0 310 7119 4681 

Tits 0 6885 1325 8477 

7 

Bollocks  0 5473 4880 5659 

Bullshit  
0 71362 

3756

6 25083 

Nigga 0 8282 8035 14668 

Swat 
0 15890 

3302

6 7502 

Wanker 0 1441 2996 1537 

Slut 0 11213 9706 1917 

Rubbish 
0 17750 

1529

6   

Effing  
0 4216 4596   

Feck 
0 13620 1074   

Ginger 
0 8900 

2557

9   

Shag 0 36218 1923   

3 Strong 

Bastard  
1873

3 30827 

2065

5 27508 

Beaver  6429 1962 8873 8549 

Cunt 
707 40816 

2548

1 19154 

Fuck 
1187

4 20726 

2275

0 29147 

Bitch  
1901

3 7838 

2795

0 30893 

Cock  4813 4397 9860 14697 

Gash 0 13725 0 147 

Prick  7814 7542 8119 8122 

Punani  153 18961 157 2041 

Pussy  
1070

1 7446 

1781

2 21621 

Snatch 
1540

1 8022 

1930

2 29031 

Knob 3023 8645 3498 4871 

Twat 6995 6653 6771 5617 

Minge 0 20674 0 0 

Motherfuc

ker 
1047

6 21938 

1286

7 19871 

Dick  
1592

3 9495 

1654

8 26738 

Fanny  0 0 0 0 

 Total 
2176

19 

628966 5906

22 

508183 

 

Author has also detected rational increment and 

decrement for medium category of swear words as shown in 

Fig. 2. This is so as Delhi created unexpected level of 

violation around 867% from previous month. 

People of Mumbai showing humanity and controlling the 

violation from previous month for medium category of swear 

words.  

In strong category of swear words as shown in Fig. 3,  

people living in Delhi are more irresponsible showing for 

society culture as they more tweeted wear words then 

previous month. Mumbai people already have shown more 

violation in the society and their cultures in comparison to 

Delhi but they have nearly constant level of violations.  

Fig. 4 compares all swear words tweeted in Jan and Feb 

months 2019 in Delhi and Mumbai. Fig 5 depicts city wise 

violations of all swear words used in Jan and Feb months 

2019 in Delhi and Mumbai. 

 

IV. SUMMARY 

 

Living in the society is very good tendency for human being. 

Following the rules for honored society is more crucial to all 

to manage the respectful society. But peoples show 

themselves as more valuable and superior than others by 

using swear words.  
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They don’t think that about impact of such words on women, 

children and elders. Researchers are contributing their effort 

to investigate that type of words in different modes of 

communication: text to text, audio-audio, face to face 

communication. People are mostly addicted with digital 

devices and their communication follows the digital way. We 

analyze the swear words in digital communication through 

tweets for January-February month 2019 with regard to two 

prominent metro cities. Results show that living culture of  

Delhi is more responsible for violating the honored culture. 

Practically audio to audio and face to face communication 

requires more effort. Therefore we will take this into 

consideration in our future work 
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